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The graduates behind Dordt’s career outcome rate
Zac VanderLey—Staff Writer
On Jan. 14, Dordt University announced
on Instagram a 100 percent “career outcome
rate” for the graduating class of 2021. “Career
outcome rate” calculates the percentage of
graduates who landed a job, were accepted into
graduate school, or entered the military within
six months of their graduation. Also, the class
of 2021 encompasses students who finished
their degree between July 1, 2020, and June 30,
2021.
However, the career outcome rate depends
on voluntarily provided information from Dordt
alumni. For example, a 98.2 percent knowledge
rate informed this year’s perfect career outcome
rate. That is, six students from the class of 2021
did not report their job or education status to the
university.
At the Career Development Center, Amy
Westra and Missy Mulder accumulate graduate
career information through graduates, parents,
faculty members, and LinkedIn profiles. Then,
they deliver the data to the National Association
of Colleges and Employers (NACE).
Usually, after the career outcome report’s
releasing, Westra spends six to eight weeks
compiling Dordt’s First Destination Report. In
addition to the career outcome rate, this report
includes in-depth and specific data
But, because this year’s rate marked the
university’s first recorded 100 percent, Dordt
publicized the statistic at an earlier date.
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In comparison, Dordt’s graduating class of
2020 registered a 99.2 percent career outcome
rate with a knowledge rate of 87 percent. These
numbers surpassed the national averages for
that year (82 percent career outcome rate, 58
percent knowledge rate).

Spanish students learn
language in the community
Georgia Lodewyk—Staff Writer
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Dordt University sophomore Sara DeYoung
stood outside in the rain on a Wednesday
afternoon.
She wore a thin black jacket and held a
clipboard in her hand. The papers turned soggy
as the rain grew heavier. I asked her if she
wanted to borrow my umbrella. She shook her
head.
“No, I move around too much.”
Outside the House of Missions and
Equipping (HOME) Building, located directly
behind the Sioux Center Culver’s, cars lined
up, ready to receive their weekly supply of
food from the Hope Food Pantry. DeYoung
walked up to the first car in line and spoke to
the older man inside.
“¿Cuál es tu número? ¿Su dirección?”

DeYoung asked for his assigned food pantry
number and address.
When he responded, she wrote down the
information, shielding the paper with her
hand to keep it dry. Then she asked him how
many families he was collecting food for, if he
would like laundry detergent this week, and if
he wanted a carton of heavy cream. The food
pantry had extra of those today.
Even when giving directions in Spanish,
DeYoung knows exactly what to say. And when
she doesn’t, when it is clear the Spanish speaker
does not understand, she uses a different word
she knows and tries again...
cont. on pg. 6

But how does Dordt’s career outcome rate
compare with other, similar institutions?
In 2020, Northwestern College posted a
career outcome rate of 99.5 percent with a 99
percent knowledge rate. A year earlier, Calvin
University announced a 94.4 percent career

outcome rate. Typically, the larger a university’s
student body, the lower their career outcome
rate. For example, Iowa University, which
boasts a student body of around 22,000, had a
93 percent career outcome rate in 2019.
Furthermore in 2020, schools with less
than 2,000 enrolled, undergraduate students
averaged a 90 percent career outcome rate,
while schools with over 20,000 of the same
demographic averaged a 79 percent career
outcome rate.
This year and in years prior, Dordt has been
accused of hiring recent graduates in an attempt
to boost their career outcome rate. Regarding
the class of 2020, the university hired four
graduates. And, of these four, three were hired
for jobs within their field of study.
Over the past few years, Dordt has also
released a career outcome rate for degreerelated, in-field jobs and education. In 2020, 89
percent of students included in the 99.2 percent
career outcome rate found jobs or sought higher
education in their field of study.
“It amazes me every year,” Westra said. “I
reach out to faculty and staff for information.
They are often aware of what their grads are
doing due to having built relationships with
them as students.”
Cody and Kate Meiners, two graduates
from the class of 2021, traded Northwest
Iowa’scornfields
for
the Washington...
Continued on pg. 7

Absences abroad
Katie Ribbens–Staff Writer
Once, a student’s primary concern when
studying abroad was fitting the off-campus
semester into their schedule. Now, students are
faced with a number of complications. This
year, some never made it to their destination.
As countries across the globe deal with
COVID-19 spikes caused by the Omicron
variant, study abroad programs must consider
public health when taking in students from
around the world.
Of Dordt University’s programs, the Studies
Program in Contemporary Europe (SPICE)
in Zwolle, Netherlands and the New Zeeland
program faced cancellation, while programs
in Chicago, Denver, Nashville, Spain, Oxford,
Nicaragua, and New York City still ran.
Morgan Stolzfus, a junior graphic design
major, planned on attending the SPICE program
because she wanted to live with a host family
and immerse herself in another country’s
culture. She looked forward to connecting to
her Dutch heritage and experiencing where
her great-great-grandfather grew up. She
crammed six classes into her previous semester
to accommodate a semester abroad. Stoltzfus
believed it would all be worth it for the
opportunity to get out of her comfort zone.
A day and a half before the Dordt students
left for the Netherlands, they received an email.
SPICE had been cancelled.
For weeks, as the Omicron variant surged
throughout Europe, Stoltzfus had held onto the
belief that her semester would not be cancelled.
“It was on my radar, but my optimism was
telling me that it wasn’t going to happen,”
Stoltzfus said.
Rather than accept defeat after its cancellation,

Stoltzfus jumped at the opportunity for an open
spot in the Chicago program. In just a handful
of days, her semester’s location changed by
4,000 miles.
“It was just a whirlwind,” Stoltzfus said. “I
didn’t really have time to process the fact that I
wasn’t going to the Netherlands anymore.”
While the thought of missing out on SPICE
saddened Stoltzfus, she thought Chicago offered
a solid second option. Her adjusted semester
even came with a graphic design internship. She
also appreciated the greater degree of freedom
in Chicago, since she knew the culture and
language.
Dordt senior Clara Peterson faced two SPICE
cancellations. She planned to go on SPICE in
the spring of 2021 and again in the spring of...
cont. on pg. 3
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Zylstra announces political campaign
Lexi Schnaser—Staff Writer
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Northwest Iowans are passionate about many
things—corn mazes, potlucks, the Minnesota
Vikings, the weather—and conservative politics.
The same holds true for senior accounting and
business administration major, Kendal Zylstra,
who recently announced his campaign for the
Republican nomination in Iowa House District
Four.
“This is the area where I was born, where I
live, where I go to church, and where I went to

school,” Zylstra said. “The fourth district suits
me well”.
It’s not uncommon for Dordt University
affiliates, both students and faculty, to be
involved in state politics. Former business
professor Randy Feenstra served in the Iowa
State Senate from 2008 to 2020 and now
represents Iowans at the federal level as a
representative for Iowa’s fourth congressional
district. Also, political science professor Jeff
Taylor works in the Iowa Senate for District
Two.
“The workplaces that our students will work in,
the communities they will live in, the churches
they will attend should look differently because
Dordt graduates moved in,” Vice President for
Student Success and Dean of Students Robert
Taylor said.
Zylstra’s campaign website describes him
as “a Christian conservative Republican” with
“Northwest Iowa values.” To Zylstra, this
means his faith comes first when interacting
with others through government.
“I am a firm believer in the inerrancy of
scripture and believe that the Bible is clear
all people are created in the image of God,”
Zylstra said. “As a conservative and a
Republican, I believe in limited government,

Culver’s, Sioux Center
community help victims of
house fire

protecting the second amendment, and holding
true to Constitutional principles. I am also
unapologetically pro-life”.
Zylstra has been a member of Dordt’s
Student Government each of his four years as
a student. First, he served as a representative
for East Hall, then North Hall, then served as
the Interim President during the spring of 2021
while sitting President Dan Moe studied abroad
at the University of Oxford. For the last two
years, Zylstra has served as the Treasurer for
the Student Government.
“Working with Kendal on Student Government
has been a great experience,” Moe, a senior
political science and biology major, said. “I can
always rely on him to honestly speak his mind,
enthusiastically play whatever role he needs to
for the team, and consistently support the vision
and mission of Student Government and Dordt
University over his own interests.”
Zylstra sees his time on Student Government
and responsibility to address students’ needs
as influential in his ability to participate in the
Iowa House.
“I intend to truly address the needs of
my constituents.” Zylstra said. “Too many
politicians repeat political talking points and
fail to address their constituents’ needs.”

Moe and Zylstra have known each other for
nearly eight years, and Moe believes Zylstra has
been equipped both by his life experiences and
his time at Dordt to serve the constituents of the
fourth District in Des Moines.
“He’s a farm kid who has grown up, lived,
learned, and worked in this district, and he is
extraordinarily passionate about giving back to
this community,” Moe said. “He is incredibly
hard-working, unwavering in his convictions,
well-researched in his positions, and has a
genuine, humble, and Christ-centered approach
to everything he does”.
Zylstra looks forward to meeting with
voters to talk about the range of issues facing
Northwest Iowans, including education,
economic development, taxes and budget, the
Second Amendment, and abortion.
“Politics is a crucial avenue for loving our
neighbors by offering opportunities to make
widespread, meaningful differences for vast
amounts of people,” Moe said, “Dordt students
engaging in politics with a Kingdom mindset
have the chance to help restore some unity and
civility to our political climate”.
Zylstra aims to make himself as available as
possible and includes his contact information
on his website zylstraforiowa.com.

Flightmare

Hannah Vanderhooft—Staff Writer

Lydia Jayaputra—Copy Editor
On Jan. 9, a house in Carmel, Iowa caught
fire. Though the occupants of the house safely
escaped the flames, they lost their home,
belongings, and two dogs to the fire. The cause
of the fire remains unknown.
When the Sioux County community heard
about the family’s loss, they banded together
in support of the family in their time of need.
Specifically, Sioux Center Christian School
and the Sioux Center Culver’s chipped in on a
professional level.
Culver’s sponsored a Day of Giving for the
family on Tuesday, Jan. 18.
“I had heard about the misfortune of this fire
for [the family], and I felt like we needed to do
something,” said Angie Rodenburgh, owner of
the Sioux Center Culver’s. “It’s our duty to give
back to our community because our community
supports us so well.”
The Day of Giving consisted of Culver’s
donating ten percent of the day’s sales to the
cause, as well as offering cannisters in which
customers could deposit a direct donation to the
family. Before Jan. 18, Culver’s posted about
the Day of Giving on various social media
accounts in hopes of a high turnout. When the
Day of Giving came, the community showed up
in high numbers.
“It was phenomenal. From 5:00 to 8:00
p.m., specifically, we probably ran more sales
through the restaurant in those hours than we
ever have,” Rodenburgh said. “I just wanted
[the family] to experience the love and support

given to them that night.”
Marissa Peel, a student at Dordt University,
attended the Day of Giving with her roommates.
They waited for their food for a half an hour
due to the large number of people who arrived
to support their community. They do not blame
Culver’s for the wait time.
“It was very heartwarming to see the
whole town come together for this family that
suffered,” Peel said.
In addition to the restaurant’s efforts,
Sioux Center Christian School (SCCS) set
up a fundraising bank account for the family.
A number of teachers and staff donated to the
family both through the account and informally.
SCCS partnered with Atlas, a nonprofit
community organization, to set up the bank
account and fundraising.
“To lose everything you have… I couldn’t
even imagine how hard that would be,” said
Riley VanHulzen, a student teacher at SCCS.
“For them to get support from the community
and the place I work at is huge.”
According to VanHulzen, the fundraising
went well and allowed the family to purchase
the necessities they needed, such as furniture,
clothing, and food. The account is still active,
and donations are still being received.
The family stated they were grateful and
humbled for Culver’s support, support from the
SCCS community, and support from the Sioux
County area.
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This winter, heavy storms in the northern
United States and a global surge in COVID-19
cases brought about last-minute cancellations
for American travelers, including students
at Dordt University. At Dordt, 51 percent of
students travel to their campus from out of
state, and many of these individuals embarked
on long road trips, flights, or a combination
of the two as they left and returned from their
Christmas break.
Cody Minderhoud, a senior, lives in British
Columbia and faced a number of issues when
attempting to return home at the end of last
semester.
“As soon as I walked into the airport, I looked
at my phone, and my flight was canceled,”
Minderhoud said.
According to The New York Times, over
10,000 flights around Christmastime were
canceled by major airlines, due to a combination
of COVID-19 and winter storms.
For Minderhoud, tornado-like weather in
and around Northwest Iowa prompted the
cancellation of his flight. He planned to return
home on Tuesday, Dec. 14, but ended up
catching a different flight four days later because
of limited booking availability. Similar to many
other Dordt students who rely on friends to drive
them to the Sioux Falls Regional Airport (FSD),
Minderhoud had been dropped off at FSD by a
friend and remained stuck at the airport until he
figured out where to go for the next few days,
“Thankfully a friend was able to pick me up,
but it was raining—a crazy thunderstorm. It
was horrible fog, the worst I have ever seen,”
Minderhoud said. “I’m very grateful she came
to pick me up, but the weather was just awful.”
But Minderhoud’s traveling saga was not
over yet. He also needed to plan around the
logistics of receiving another COVID-19 test
before flying back home. In the United States,
most airlines require a negative COVID-19 test
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within 72 hours of boarding a flight. Because of
limited testing availability, Minderhoud had to
delay his flight until Saturday.
Minderhoud flew out of Sioux City on
Saturday, Dec. 18. Upon arriving in Denver,
Colo. however, his flight was delayed in hour,
causing him to miss another connecting flight
in San Francisco. While airline provided
Minderhoud with a direct flight to BC, his
layover grew from two hours to seven.
In addition to complicating international
travel, COVID-19 has impacted domestic
flights too. According to The New York Times,
over 3,000 flights have been cancelled in the
past few weeks due to increased amounts of
airline staff testing positive for COVID-19.
James Kamstra, a sophomore from Bellflower,
Calif., had trouble with flight cancellations
when returning to campus. Kamstra planned to
fly out of the John Wayne Airport at noon on
Monday, Jan. 10. An hour before his departure,
he received an email from Allegiant Airlines
which notified him of his flight’s cancellation.
According to Kamstra, the airline provided no
reasoning for the cancellation, but did provide
gift certificates in the email to refund the flight.
Kamstra, along with two other Dordt students,
spent that afternoon searching for alternative,
reasonably priced flights to return to campus.
“All the flights to Sioux Falls and Omaha were
at least $300 for the next couple days,” Kamstra
said. “We finally found a cheaper flight leaving
out of LAX at 6:30 the next morning and landed
in Minneapolis that afternoon.”
A friend picked up Kamstra and the other two
students up from the airport on Tuesday.
“I’ve never had this happen when flying to
or from Dordt,” Kamstra said. “I really hope
it doesn’t happen again because it was such a
hassle.”

Feature

Prairie Grass Film Challenge Parallel journeys to east
filmmakers compete in
Africa
competition’s final year
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Glory Reitz — Staff Writer

Tabetha DeGroot—Staff Writer

It’s a typical, January day in Northwest Iowa.
It’s the kind of day where the cold air stings the
face and the snow flurries. While most hide
from the sub-zero temperatures with a Netflix
binge, a group of Dordt University students
create their own cinematic experience. They’ve
turned the basement of the Kuyper Apartments
into a movie set, complete with lights, cameras,
and action.
“Is camera three ready?”
“More blood!”
“We need gaffer’s tape, guys.”
“Always be thinking like an editor.”
On the evening of January 21, the first-year
filmmaking team of “Take 2 Productions” sets
up their scene.
They, along with 25 other teams from across
the nation, must write, shoot, and edit a short
film within 48 hours for the Prairie Grass
Film Challenge (PGFC). They’re given a set
of prompts that specify the inclusion of a line,
prop, or character. Upon finishing the film,
they’ll prepare for its screening and judging at
an awards ceremony later in the semester
A few hours north in Egerton, Minnesota,
veteran team “Player 2 Productions” prepares
for their return to the competition after a twoyear hiatus.
“I love the unique challenge Prairie Grass
creates” said Josh Heynen, seven-year
participant and sound man for Player 2. “I
wasn’t going to miss the last opportunity [to
compete]”.
This year marks the fifteenth and final year
of the PGFC. Mark Volkers, Dordt digital
media production instructor and board member
for PGFC, watched the competition grow
from a scattering of film students in 2006 to a
nationwide competition with multiple, returning

Photo credit: Tabetha DeGroot
attendees.
Volkers and the PGFC leadership team
decided to end to PGFC for two reasons:
the challenge’s time commitment and the
improvement in filmmaking technology over
the years
“The uniqueness of making a film has
changed.” Volkers said. “In 2006, getting mom
and dad’s camera out and shooting a video was
a big deal. Now we all have a powerful camera
in our pockets. It’s not boring or dead, it’s just
different than it was”.
“We’re good with 15.” Volkers said. “We’ve
had a wonderful run.”
Though the film challenge is coming to a
close, it has impacted many classes of college
filmmakers, as well as others who like to have
some fun with a camera.
“Some of my best college memories are of
competing in Prairie Grass” Josh Heynen said,
“I am very grateful for Prairie Grass and all the
work Mark Volkers has put into hosting this
challenge”.
“My expectations were exceeded,” said
Ellie Bergstrom of Take 2 Productions. “It was
a blast. And I would definitely do it again.”
This year’s PGFC looks similar to previous
year’s, with exception to the addition of the
“Winner’s Circle” category. This new category
will recognize the best short film from the
previous 14 winners of the “coveted Dordty
award” and be presented with the Blackbird
Award.
All films submitted to the PGFC will be
screened on Friday, Feb. 18 in the science
building from 5:45 to 7:45 p.m., followed by an
awards ceremony at 8:00 p.m. in the B.J. Haan
Auditorium.

Looking out the airplane windows over
Tanzania, the winter AMOR group thought the
African landscape looked like a scene from The
Lion King. It was three days after Christmas,
and seventeen students from Dordt University
had been traveling for a full day on their
journey from Sioux Falls, S.D to Kilimanjaro.
Over the next two weeks, the team would play
with orphans, tour medical clinics, and shadow
at Mount Meru Hospital.
Two days earlier, another local team arrived
in Tanzania, also on a medical mission trip.
But Hope Ministries, run out of Elk Point,
S.D by Gayle Stroschein, launched a much
smaller group of five. Stroschein brought an
orthopedic spine surgeon and his wife, and two
Dordt nursing students. Alinda Brouwer and
Abby Dykstra, both juniors, spent a full three
weeks bouncing between clinics and hospitals,
spattered with intermittent days of rest.
Both missions were medically oriented,
and every student who traveled to Tanzania
has a healthcare-related major. But each trip’s
goals were different. Robbin Eppinga, a Dordt
biology professor, led the AMOR group with
the intent of educating students—not looking
to train skills, but to increase awareness of the
world outside North America.
Stroschein desired for her team to provide
medical care to far-out villages and train local
doctors in how to properly execute surgeries.
This meant Alinda Brouwer and Abby Dykstra
both got to “scrub in” and assist with surgeries
in an environment most American healthcare
students don’t experience.
“The electricity went out a couple times
during surgery,” Brouwer said, “and they’re
just like ‘Okay, let’s whip out our phone
flashlights and keep going.’ And I’m standing
there holding a woman’s bones in place, and her
iliac crest is exposed and we’re doing a bone
graft and there’s no lights, and I don’t know her
vitals… but this is fine.”
Grant Brouwer, a pre-med senior, signed up
for the AMOR trip. His team also dealt with
power outages and other troubling conditions in
Tanzanian hospitals and clinics. He remembers
opening windows to keep the heat down, flies
buzzing around fresh wounds, and a woman
who fell into a cooking fire, charring her entire
arm black.
“The hardest part for me was seeing people
in surgeries without pain medicine and proper
aseptic technique,” Grant Brouwer said.
“Because it makes you realize that we live in a
pain free country.”
Both groups also had their eyes opened to the
Tanzanian health providers’ lack of equipment.
Grant Brouwer learned that due to low supply
and budget, plates and screws drilled into bone

are usually removed and reused after the patient
has healed.
In a different village of the same country,
Alinda Brouwer scrubbed in on a surgery for
a 41-year-old woman who broke her arm in a
motorcycle (or piki-piki) accident 16 years ago.
She had paid for her surgery, but the screws in
her arm hadn’t held. Fourteen years later, in
2019, the woman still suffered from a broken
arm. She saved up enough money for an x-ray,
which revealed the break had re-separated.
“You could take the two ends of [her
arm] and just spin it around,” Dykstra said,
remembering the team’s initial evaluation.
When the Hope Ministries group arrived at
the first of two Maasai villages they visited, they
found over 100 people already lined up, waiting
for them. In two, nine to ten-hour workdays, the
team saw 250 patients, and ended up referring
35 for possible surgery.
Robbin Eppinga, leading the AMOR
Tanzania trip for the fifth time, said his team
served “far more” this year because they were
able to bring a wide range of doctors: including
an ophthalmologist, a pediatric physician, and,
for the first time, a dentist—who pulled over
two dozen teeth.
Both missions were funded by donation.
Stroschein makes running and fundraising for
Hope Ministries her full-time job. Brouwer
and Dykstra laugh and use air-quotes when
they call the woman a “retired” nurse. But
watching Stroschein pray every day, “Lord, put
the money in my pocket for these people” as
the cost of medical care stretched higher over
the budget, the students also learned to see
the bigger picture. Rather than a quick “big
fix,” Stroschein and her team wanted to leave
something sustainable behind.
“Let’s not just swoop in and save the day,”
Alinda Brouwer said. “How do we teach these
people to help themselves so when we’re gone,
they can still do what we were doing when we
were there?”
Both the AMOR and Hope Ministries trips
spent time in local culture, learning to appreciate
the differences. And though Tanzanian medical
facilities have a long way to go, Grant Brouwer
found common ground with the Tanzanians
who worship the same God as he does, from an
ocean away.
One morning of the trip, Brouwer and
some friends climbed a water tower to watch
a Sunday sunrise. “We were up at about six
o’clock in the morning, and we could already
hear a church from probably a couple miles
away,” Brouwer said. “We could hear them
singing and shouting… And then we did our
stuff throughout the day. We got back to where
we stayed at in the afternoon. And they were
still having church.”

Absences abroad cont.
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...2022. Now, she is spending her last semester
at Dordt.
“At first it was kind of difficult because every
class was waitlisted,” Peterson said. “But the
registrar has been amazing.”
The ease of access from the Netherlands to
other countries made the SPICE program most
appealing. Peterson wanted to visit Sweden
and Germany during her stay in Europe. While
planning her freshman semester around studying
abroad, cancellation didn’t ever cross her mind.
But after the program was canceled last year,
she wondered if it might face cancelation again.
“I dreamt about going and staying abroad for
a long time,” Peterson said. “So, it’s kind of
hard to adjust my thinking of things a little bit.”
Stoltzfus and Peterson hold onto plans
to spend time internationally this summer.
Stoltzfus saved money to go backpacking after
SPICE, so she hopes to put it to good use.
Peterson also plans to use her airline credits to
visit the Netherlands.
“Everyone should go abroad at some point for
at least a week,” Peterson said. “It’s invaluable
to see things differently and to learn.”

Rebecca Tervo, coordinator for global
education at Dordt, discovered the value of
global education when she moved to China to
teach English after graduating from college. She
believes spending time abroad fulfills students’
calling to explore God’s earth and see the beauty
in diversity.
“It helps grow us as people and helps create
us into the people that God has created us to be,”
Tervo said. “It helps us expand our horizons
beyond what we know.”
If students plan early, most can fit studying
abroad into their four-year plan in some form,
whether it is for a semester or a month.
“We can learn and grow in a different way
when we’re not comfortable,” Tervo said.
“We’re in a place where we don’t have all the
answers. I think it helps develop empathy,
because when you’re in that place where you’re
not in the majority culture, you start to see
people in your own culture that maybe aren’t
in the majority culture differently because you
understand how they feel in some way.”
Tervo encourages students to continue to
pursue studying abroad and not let fear of
COVID-19 complications hold them back.
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Two, totally not four weeks late reviews of Spider-Man NWH
No Way Home: ...Fine
Aleasha Hintz—Staff Writer
(Warning: Spoilers, obviously)
When I finally bought tickets to watch SpiderMan: No Way Home, my friends had already
hyped up the movie on social media. I even saw
some reactions on personal Snapchat stories. I
caught the bug and counted down the days until
I could finally see the movie. Needless to say, I
was ecstatic.
I walked into the theater and settled into my
DreamLounger recliner. When the bad theater
commercials were over and the Marvel theme
appeared on screen, my knuckles whitened in
anticipation.
But the movie kind of just… happened.
There were plenty of twists and turns within the
story, but there were also parts that didn’t make
sense or that seemed to drag on a bit too long.
The first qualm I have with this film is with
the characterization of Dr. Stephen Strange. In
earlier Marvel movies, Dr. Strange is shown to
be hard-pressed to complete favors. I can buy
the fact that he has a soft spot for Peter Parker.
Who doesn’t, after all? But I simply do not
believe that he would be so easily convinced to
cast a spell of that magnitude, when he was so
reluctant to give up the time stone in Infinity
War. And when he finally did, it was only
because he looked into the future.
I also don’t think Dr. Strange would have
begun the spell without describing the full
ramifications. He was a surgeon, a doctor.
He would have been trained to make sure his
patient understood all of the risks involved with
surgery, or in this case, the spell. Dr. Strange
was watered down for the sake of the movie’s
plot.
No Way Home also contained a lot of fan
service from the resurrections of SpiderMan villains to the appearance of both Tobey
Maguire’s and Andrew Garfield’s Spider-Men.
I will admit it was exciting to see all three
iterations of Spider-Man on one screen, but
none of them learned much from each other,
unless you count the back cracking scene.
But overall, the character growth in the movie
is just not there. The Spider-Men get along well,
and they learn a little bit about each other. But
that is where the character development ends.
This is unfortunate, especially considering
that No Way Home enters as Holland’s third
Spider-Man movie. The final act of a trilogy
sets an expectaion, and mine wasn’t met.
In Spider-Man: Homecoming, Parker learns
more about the responsibility he has due to his

powers. He learns not to rely so much on the
assistance of his suit. He learns not to overreach
and decides to stay in his lane as the friendly
neighborhood Spider-Man.
In Spider-Man: Far From Home, Parker may
not learn an explicit lesson, but he is left to
deal with his grief. After this film, he appears
noticeably older. He becomes less trusting and
is weighed down by the death of Iron-Man and
the expectations set upon him thereon.
But in No Way Home, Parker is essentially
used as a punching bag, one thing after another.
He is pummeled by public opinion, sued, denied
college admittance. Aunt May dies, and he loses
Ned and MJ to a spell that Dr. Strange would
have never cast so recklessly.
And then he grins and bears it? I refuse to
believe this is the end for Spider-Man.
I do not want to give up on the movie or
Spider-Man in general. If speculation rings true
and Holland continues to make more movies
continuing off the end of No Way Home, there
is serious potential for the movie to reveal its
true worth.
But for now, No Way Home was just… fine.
No Way Home: A tribute to Spider-Man
Gretchen Lee—Copy Editor
Spider-Man is a cornerstone of modern pop
culture. With three live-action movie series, one
animated movie series, and an abundance of
inspired memes and literature, Spider-Man has
come to mean a great deal to countless people.
Anyone who dares touch the characters of
the Spider-Man world must know they are
touching a vital part of people’s childhoods and,
as a result, must do so with care. At the risk of
sounding cliché, anyone who chooses to make a
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Spider-Man movie must understand that “with
great power comes great responsibility.”
The creative forces behind Spider-Man: No
Way Home had this in mind as they brought
together many facets of the Spider-Man world
in a way that not only made for an excellent
addition to Tom Holland’s run with the
character, but also a satisfying conclusion for
the other live-action portrayals of the wallscaling hero.
When Mysterio reveals Spider-Man’s identity,
Peter’s life flips upside down. He loses any
semblance of privacy. And, worst of all, he and
his friends—MJ and Ned—can’t get into MIT
due to Peter’s controversial superhero activities
So, Peter takes their future into his own hands by
convincing fellow superhero Dr. Strange to cast
a spell that will cause the entire world to forget
he’s Spider-Man. The spell, however, goes
awry, breaking the borders between universes,
allowing infamous Spider-Man villains can
cross worlds and wreak havoc on Peter’s city.
As Peter attempts to handle the situation, he
encounters several moral arguments from
various directions and must decide what kind of
hero he will be.
This movie could have been nothing but a
huge heaping of fanservice, but it managed to
be so much more. Amidst the excitement from
seeing everyone’s favorite characters from the
last two live-action Spider-Man movie series,
there is a well-planned plot and appropriate
theme.
In each Spider-Man movie (or Avenger’s
movie that Spider-Man has participated in),
Peter Parker has grown more as a character,
learning and developing as he faces new
challenges and grows older. For a character

who was about 15 years old at his debut into the
Marvel Cinematic Universe, this film feels like
the final installment in Peter’s coming of age;
the bright and bubbly high schooler has finally
become a young adult. The most satisfying
part about his growth, however, is that while
Peter has faced tragedy at every turn, he still
manages to cling to the hope and optimism that
makes him Peter Parker. No Way Home is, in
this way, an excellent piece of closure to Peter’s
childhood.
Aside from a well-executed theme, the plot of
the movie also fulfilled expectations. Although
there were numerous characters in this film, it
never felt overcrowded. References, cameos,
and memes were used appropriately and didn’t
prevent the film from being its own movie.
From a technical standpoint, this movie also
stood out. At various points of the film, camera
angles, music, and lighting supported the
narrative and kept the viewing mind engaged. I
was pleased to see that, while there were some
night scenes, the shots were never too dark or
difficult to see. Daytime shots were colorful
and interesting to look at without appearing
oversaturated. The CGI was believable and well
used, although I would have appreciated the use
of more practical effects in some scenes.
Despite its devastating end, No Way Home has
given me hope for Peter’s future involvement
in the MCU. I appreciate the development of
Peter as a character and the kind of Spider-Man
he has become and, hopefully, will continue to
be in the future. While this movie had several
deep themes that were appropriately developed,
it still managed to keep the characteristic
optimism that Spider-Man embodies. And,
while this movie was a film of its own, it was
also a love-letter to the Spider-Man franchise as
a whole and to the fans who have loved SpiderMan through all his incarnations.
I know a popular complaint about recent MCU
movies is that they feel like mass-produced,
soulless money-grabs. I can understand that
perspective considering some other recent
additions to the MCU, but this movie is certainly
not one of them; from the actors to the directors
to the storywriters, No Way Home was created
by people who love Spider-Man for people who
love Spider-Man. The actors enjoyed returning
to their roles, and their acting reflected how
much they loved playing their characters. Every
ounce of this movie is filled with heart, which,
ultimately, makes it stand out.

Don’t Look Up: Terrible and brilliant
Corina Beimers—Staff Writer
On Christmas Eve of last year, Netflix released
Don’t Look Up. While the apocalyptic satire
isn’t exactly a warm, family-friendly Christmas
flick, it became the streaming service’s second
biggest Netflix Original movie of all time.
While comedy filmmaker Adam McKay
directed Don’t Look Up to make audiences
laugh, he also intended to leave viewers with
eyes wide open and stomachs in knots as
they realized how the farce purposes itself
as a commentary on global warming and the
United States’ inability to confront a doomsday
scenario.
Don’t Look Up received heavy criticism,
despite its popularity. For example, Rotten
Tomatoes gave the film a 55 percent and
reviewers from the Wall Street Journal and the
New York Times released negative opinions as
well.
At the same time, others held opposite
opinions, calling the movie expertly made and
brilliant. It’s no secret that political statements
get the public to talking and taking sides, and
McKay surely accomplished that.
Don’t Look Up’s end-of-the-world storyline
isn’t new, but its commentary on how the
internet and the entertainment industry
capitalizes on disaster is relatively fresh.
The film also boasts a star-studded cast of
Leonardo DiCaprio, Jennifer Lawrence, Meryl
Streep, Cate Blanchett, Timothee Chalamet,

and more.
DiCaprio and Lawrence play the roles of Dr.
Randall Mindy and Kate Dibiasky, two low
level scientists at Michigan State University
who discover a meteor approaching earth.
They are tasked with delivering the news of
the soon-to-strike meteor to the President and
the country.
Upon sharing their findings, Mindy and
Dibiasky realize the American people don’t
want the truth, a frighteningly similar reality to
the world we live in today. They’re turned into
jokes and memes. Their factual discoveries are
rejected outright. Even more than that, some
demographics repurpose the meteor as a catalyst
for potential job creation.
Don’t Look Up is a bold satire, which likely
provides explanation for its criticism, and its
plot screams a big warning for its American
viewers. It has no happy ending, the characters
are not likable, and it holds up a mirror to the
ugly side of society. Don’t Look Up makes its
overarching message clear: it’s an allegory for
climate change.
I wonder if scientists cried out “Amen” while
watching.
This movie is about real life.
Streep and Hill’s roles as President and Chief
of Staff were criticized for their on-the-nose
depiction of the United States’ government.
But at the same time, do we not sit and watch

as American Presidents have defended immoral
ideologies? While watching the movie, you
think there is no way the American public
would actually act so ignorantly in real life.
Yet, we live among people too stubborn to get a
COVID-19 vaccine.
Don’t Look Up is both terrible and brilliant.
It is both hard and good. The extremes and the
intensity of the movie may incline you to dislike
it, but we must pay attention to the message
underneath. How we are living right now is
simply not working.
With themes that mock sayings like “Let’s
keep refusing to trust scientists,” “Let’s believe

that scientists aren’t right when they say the
earth is dying,” “Let’s keep trusting social
media before a trusted source,” and “Let’s stay
comfortable,” it is obvious what message this
movie is trying to send.
You may critique the Don’t Look Up all you
want, but think about why. You may call it
unrealistic but think about how. We need to get
more comfortable with looking in the mirror.
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A truffle pig and a sandworm: The ten best movies of 2021
Sam Landstra—Co-Chief Editor
After a year of half-capacity theatres and
Metro-Goldwyn Meyer delaying James Bond:
No Time to Die for the umpteenth time, films
appeared to return to their pre-pandemic force
in 2021. This year, heavy-hitting production
studios and directors, as well as lesser-known
filmmakers, took moviegoers to the basement
of an Episcopalian church in the aftermath of
a tragic shooting (Mass), to an underground
network of chefs in Portland (Pig), to the desert
planet of Arrakis (Dune), and more.
While film is a personal, subjective experience,
here are my top ten films from the previous year
and the reasons they’re worth your time.
#10: West Side Story
During my senior year, my predominantly
white high school put on a production of
West Side Story, so I’ve got a complicated
history with the musical. Despite this, Steven
Spielberg’s West Side Story was still top-notch
for me.
While I really, really didn’t like Ansel Elgort’s
portrayal of Tony (stay boring, boy), and
couldn’t separate the actor’s prior-to-filming
allegations from his character either, West Side
Story is beautifully shot and pulls off what few
remakes achieve: living up to its predecessor.
Spielberg is a master.
#9: Mass
In 2018, after the shooting at Marjory
Stoneman Douglass High School, my high
school global studies class debated gun control.
It felt sticky and wrong. There wasn’t any
empathy or grieving in our discussion. There
was just inconsiderate, political rhetoric.
Mass is different. It’s real, raw, and moving. It
doesn’t pervert tragedy but mourns the parents’
loss of their son. While watching, I kept on
thinking about my dad and the love a parent has
for their child. I’m not sure I’ll ever understand
it, and I don’t ever want to know the loss that
Gail, Jay, Linda, and Richard felt.
#8: The Power of the Dog
You don’t know what you’ve got until it’s
gone, and you won’t realize that The Power of
the Dog deserves to be a frontrunner for Best
Picture until a month after watching it.
The Power of the Dog rewards patience and
requires much of it. Here, a surly rancher bullies
his brother’s wife and son until the son—a
stringy, artistic boy—softens the rancher’s
defenses. As their relationship deepens, the
film’s themes of masculinity, protection, and
predation slink through, tying up The Power of
the Dog with a striking ending.

If you can stay on the bull for the first hour
of the film, you’ll be hooked by the horns until
the end.
#7: The Last Duel
The Last Duel tells three different accounts
of a knight’s vicious assault of a lady. And,
through the differing truths of the knight, the
lady, and a squire, the viewer is compelled to
confront the effects of ego-driven, unchecked
masculinity.
I’m not a medieval fan, but the film’s wellpaced, 153-minute runtime never left me
uninterested. As a 22-year-old male, I’m not
the person with answers, but The Last Duel
seems to be a rare, nuanced depiction of sexual
assault in an industry that thrashes between
historical misogyny and performative political
statements.
#6: Spider-Man: No Way Home
There’s a Venom to every Spider-Man.
Spider-Man: No Way Home wanted you to like
it, so it brought back Tobey McGuire, Andrew
Garfield, and someone who’s something of a
scientist themselves.
Well, it worked. I haven’t seen a majority
of Marvel’s movies and am not a fan of their
comedy and generic, palatable visual style, but
I really enjoyed the flop-proof No Way Home.
Sure, this film is just a cash grab disguised as
an homage, but it’s still an homage in effect. I’ll
choose to focus on the positives (they make me
feel better).
#5: Judas and the Black Messiah
Because of its release in mid-January of last
year, it’s easy to forget about Judas and the
Black Messiah. It’s also easy to forget about the
FBI’s murdering of Fred Hampton, the young

leader in the Black Panther Party, but director
Shaka King won’t let you forget.
King doesn’t hold anything back in his
depiction of the vile racism and corruption that
existed in the late 60s (and still exists today).
The film’s screenplay, with its politically
charged lines, pulls no punches.
#4: The Green Knight
For me, The Green Knight made everything
in film feel normal again. After watching David
Lowery’s epic retelling of Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight, a 14th century chivalric romance,
anything felt possible.
T hat’s a whimsical statement, to be sure, and
it speaks to the transformative power of fantasy.
The genre’s time-honored tales of knighthood
and honor are magical, and The Green Knight’s
scale and cinematography was divine enough to
make me believe in destiny. If you take the time
to understand its story, it’ll do the same for you.
#3: Pig
Here’s the logline for Pig: Nicholas Cage’s
pig is stolen. Nicholas Cage must find his stolen
pig. Nicholas Cage is angry.
That’s all you need to know, and all you should
know, before watching Pig. The anti-revenge
film subverts the genre in award-winning ways.
When I planned on violence, Cage’s character
cooked a meal. When I planned on a bloody asskicking, he took the punches.
Pig didn’t meet my expectations in the best,
most touching of ways (and it’s on Hulu).
#2: Licorice Pizza
Licorice Pizza is one of those movies where,
after watching it, you hate everything about
your own redundant, predictable life. It is,
to paraphrase David Ehrlich of IndieWire, a
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holyfreakingshootIlovemovies type of movie.
It’s messy. It’s free and aimless. It’s what
happens when a top-tier filmmaker takes a
mattress-selling middle schooler and matches
them with a desperate-to-belong twentysomething and then writes where the characters
take him.
You’ll want to run somewhere, anywhere,
after watching Licorice Pizza, with 70s rock
music blaring in the background, preferably.
#1: Dune
Dune is a better Star Wars. I mean, let’s be real.
It ought to outpace the most recent Skywalker
trilogy at both the box office and The Academy.
It won’t, because of generations of nostalgia,
but Denis Villeneuve’s masterpiece is light
years ahead of The Force Awakens and friends.
The first act of Dune rushes towards an
action-packed second, and the third act drags
in comparison because of it as well. Still, the
film’s stunning camera work keeps the viewing
from becoming a chore.
That’s the thing about Dune that surprised
me: it’s snappiness and accessibility. Though
its space politics narrative, especially in the
first hour, remains expositional, it’s not arduous
either. I wouldn’t say that about most of
Villeneuve’s work. It’s fun! And funny at times
too.
I have but one sand worm-sized qualm with
Dune: its source material was so clearly written
in the 80s. The book’s messianic godchild, born
with prophetic visions and the ability to warp
the space time continuum, is just some guy
named Paul.
I’ll get over it because Dune is the beginning
of something big.

Elemental artistry
Elise Wennberg—Staff Writer

In summer of 2018, Carl Fictorie tasked
Matt Drissell with a project: combine art and
science by creating an artistic representation of
the periodic table. The professor of chemistry
challenged the professor of art to represent all
118 elements in a way that encouraged learning
outside of the classroom.
Fictorie borrowed the idea from Trinity
Western University, a liberal arts university
in Langley, British Columbia. Upon viewing
the project, a blown-away Fictorie asked for
permission to conduct similar, funded project at
Dordt University.
“I started to think about what it meant for
the [Science and Technology Center] to teach,”
Fictorie said. “How can we do things that
engage the students?”
The funding for the periodic table project
also helped raise money for the Russell
Maatman Scholarship. Through sponsoring an
element, funds would go towards this grant
founded by former professor of chemistry
Russell Maatman.
In 2019, Drissell began his work. He enlisted
the help of Jonathan Fictorie, a former student.
Together, the two brainstormed different
designs for the elements.
“I was not sure how to approach the project.”
Drissell said. “I realized I needed a way to

organize [the 118 elements],”
Drissell studied traditional painting in
graduate school, but has experimented with
non-traditional media while at Dordt, including
ice cream and popsicles. For him, the project
provided “a fun excuse” to “try out some of
those older historic processes.”
Drissell realized he could sort the elements
into different categories by following the
elemental families: noble gases, halogens,
alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, transitional

metals, metalloids, and the rare earth metals.
The professor of art use graphite, charcoal,
and ink for his first drawings. These were
then sealed up with fixative and painted. Also,
Drissell used a bevel cut for the panels, which
allowed for the inclusion of the element’s name
and sponsor on each panel.
“They all started off as a drawing,” Drissell
said. “And once the drawing was done, I would
put a flat color associated with the [element’s]
family. You’ll see that color (the purple, the
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orange, the yellow) on the side.”
The sponsored elements were completed first
and later displayed at an internal art show in
2019.
“The first 40 sponsored elements were some
of the more obscure ones. I wasn’t quite sure
why at first, but I realized that a lot of people
chose elements that the symbols lined up with
their initials,” said Drissell, “Some of the more
common ones—carbon, oxygen, nitrogen—
weren’t sponsored for quite a while.”
Drissell spent hours researching the elements.
He looked into their uses and other elemental
references in pop culture (such as the vibranium
in Tony Stark’s Arc Reactor)
“[The Royal Chemistry Society] helped
a lot with some of the middle and transitional
elements as most of them are just grey and
silver.” Drissell said. “A lot of them are gases.
Some have color, some don’t, so it helped to
draw from those descriptions. I even looked at
where some of the elements were mined, giving
a location to the name of the element.”
According to Drissell and Fictorie, half of the
elements are still available for sponsorship.
“We’re privileged as Christians to study
[science] and the periodic table.” Fictorie said.
It’s God-glorifying.”
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Track and field start strong at Dordt Open and SDSU invite
Isabel Pheifer—Staff Writer

The Dordt University Men’s and Women’s
Track and Field team is in the midst of their
indoor season. The Defenders experienced
success at the two most recent meets, the Dordt
Open and the SDSU D2 Invite.
Dordt hosted the former on Jan. 15,
which featured four teams from the GPAC:
Morningside, Northwestern, Dakota Wesleyan,
and Dordt. On the women’s side, six members
of the Defenders grabbed ahold of first place in
their respective events: freshman Sadie Clark in
the pole vault, junior Mikayla Balt in the long
jump, junior Paige Decker in the triple jump,
and senior Mika Kooistra in the 600m. Kooistra
ran 1:39.68, edging out her teammate, freshman
Emilee Heynen, for the victory. Continuing
in the first place finishers, junior Bethany Ten
Haken crossed the finish line in the 1000m with
a time of 3:13.01 and junior Jessica Kampman
took home the title in the 3000m with a time
of 10:33. Kampman finished over 30 seconds
ahead of the second place finisher.
“After a season of having no spectators due
to COVID, it felt really good to be back on our
home track with people there cheering for us,”
Ten Haken said.
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For the men, two runners met the “A standard”
and qualified for nationals in March: junior Joe
Anderson and senior Davis Tebben. The two
battled in the mile, with Anderson edging out
Tebben at the finish line.
In addition, seven other Defender men won
events. Grant Brouwer leapt to a win in the
high jump, soaring over the bar at 1.96m.
Then, freshman Logan Franken won the
55m and placed second in the 200m. The
Defenders swept the middle-distance races,
with sophomore Cole Zevenbergen winning
the 400m in 50.59, Peyton Miller crossing
the line in a time of 1:25.97 in the 600m, and
sophomore Payton Mauldin winning the 800m
with a time of 1:56. And finally, senior Jebediah
Merkle won the 1000m and sophomore Ethan
Summerhays won the 3000m.
“That is just a testament to how hard the team
has worked so hard this season,” said Chris
Ellens, a graduate assistant coach. “As you go
throughout the season, you want to see your
team progressively get faster, and I think we are
starting to see that already.”

The next week, the men’s and women’s teams
traveled to SDSU for the SDSU D2 Invite.
On the men’s side, four met the ‘A standard.”
Tebben qualified for nationals in the 5K with
a second-place time of 14:40.8 in the 5K.
Tebben’s time currently ranks as fastest in the
GPAC and the sixth fastest in the NAIA.
Then, Zevenbergen qualified for the nationals
in the 600m. Zevenbergen had previously met
the automatic qualifier mark, and did so again
this year, this time winning the event with a
time of 1:20.5, the fourth best in the NAIA.
Two more individuals earned themselves
a spot on the national team, with Mauldin
qualifying in the 400m and Merkle in the
800m. With his successful run in the 400m,
Mauldin qualified in his third event for the
national meet. Merkle won his race in a time of
1:53.38, fourth fastest in the NAIA. With these
impressive qualifying runs and strong showings
from others on the team, the Dordt men were
able to secure a fourth place finish out of 20
teams competing.
“It was awesome to see how well we can
compete against some big schools and how our
times are continuing to improve,” Ellens said.
The women also had a strong showing in
Brookings, as two individuals and one relay

qualified for the national meet. Kampman
qualified in her second event of the indoor
season with a fourth place finish in the 5K and
a time of 17:57. Ten Haken won the 800m in
2:17.4, meeting the provisional standard.
“It was a fun race. The competition was really
good,” Ten Haken said.
The Defenders were able to finish the meet
with a win in the 4x400m relay. The team, made
up of seniors Annmarie Stuit, Emma Bakker,
and Mika Kooistra, along with freshman Emilee
Heynen, finished with a time of 3:55.82.
These impressive performances helped the
women take home fifth place out of 19 teams.
“It is fun to be able to add to the number of
people that have qualified for the national
meet,” said Ten Haken. “It looks like we will be
taking a large team to nationals, which will be
really exciting.”
The Defenders will travel to Yankton, South
Dakota to compete in the Mount Marty Invite
on Jan. 29.
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Spanish students learn language in the community cont.
cont. from pg. 1
...“It takes a few times to get the hang of it,”
she said. “You have to get the words down and
know what phrases to use.”
DeYoung has been here a time or two. Every
Wednesday, to be exact. DeYoung, a business
and Spanish double major, serves on student
government and the business club. Yet, she still
finds herself here every Wednesday and often
encourages other Spanish students to join her,
including me.
DeYoung worked outside for an hour,
answering people’s questions in the drivethrough and directing them where to park if
they need to go inside. Then, Bev Jansen, the
volunteer coordinator at the Hope Food Pantry,
popped her head out the door, telling DeYoung
return indoors to avoid the heavy rain.
“You have to be flexible when you’re here,
or else it does not work,” Jansen said.
Inside the HOME Building, a full lobby of
volunteers and shopping carts waited to brave
the rain and deliver boxes of food to the cars.
Jansen is not only in charge of the volunteers
but also organizes the back of the store with
nonperishable food items, clothing, purses,
games, and hats and gloves for winter. More
volunteers, including Jansen’s grandchildren,
organized additional boxes for the lineup of
cars parked outside. The large space inside the
HOME building turns into a fully stocked food
pantry and mini store every Wednesday. They
serve Sioux Center and the surrounding areas
and counties as well. All that the families need
is a number.
“There are lots of volunteers, and we love
to have bilingual people come in,” Jansen said.

“We get to spend a lot of one-on-one time with
people.”
Even on a windy and rainy Wednesday,
the food pantry is full of people. DeYoung is
constantly on her feet, running around as people
tell her, “No quiero comida, solo ropa” and ask
her where they can find diapers and extra hats.
I got thrown into the mix when a little girl
left her mom and ran outside into the parking
lot. She smiled in the rain and kept running. She
didn’t understand our English, so it wasn’t until
I shouted “¡Ven aquí ahora!” that she returned.
At Hope Food Pantry, Jansen says bilingual
volunteers like DeYoung are essential. In Sioux
Center, 15 percent of its residents are Hispanic
and many are recent immigrants who speak little
English. For Spanish students like DeYoung,
volunteering at the Hope Food Pantry provides
a way to practice Spanish speaking in a real-life
setting.
Dordt University Spanish professor Dr.
Rikki Brons said the setting is one of many
opportunities available to language learners in
the Sioux Center community.
“There’s one thing to be comfortable and
have an A in a classroom setting but being out
in the real world and having those pieces and
then to know, ‘Oh, that wasn’t perfect.’ But we
communicated and I was able to get the point
across, even if it wasn’t perfect,” Brons said.
Additional opportunities include Owl’s
Nest, a program that matches a college student
with a younger child who speaks Spanish.
Together, they read and practice language
together, allowing students to build personal
connections with the kids.

At another program, Escuelita Familiar, small
children and their families gathered to eat a
meal organized by community health partners.
In the first hour, students played with the kids
and visited with the parents. The second hour
provided a literacy program, where leaders
taught young kids skills they would need to
know before preschool, including identifying
objects and words and reading.
“There are things that are culturally different.
It’s not that the moms at home with their kids
don’t do important skills with them, but it looks
different,” Brons said. “For example, one of the
things we keep encountering is that they don’t
let their kids use scissors because it’s dangerous
and they protect them from that. Well, if you
come to preschool, and you haven’t held
scissors in your hand, you’re already five steps
behind.”
Brons connected accounting and Spanish
major Grace Schmidt with the Escuelita
Familiar program. Now in her senior year, she
said it has not always been easy to entier into a
conversational setting with native speakers.
“A huge thing I’ve learned is that relationship
building and getting connected to your
community can really be as simple as showing
up,” Schmidt said. “I have been struck by how
different my time with them feels than my time
at Dordt, even though I’m only a half mile
down the road.”
The Spanish club at Sioux Center Christian
School allows Spanish-education students to
practice teaching Spanish in a classroom setting
to elementary school students. Additionally,
individual studies opportunities have allowed

students to partner with local Hispanic
restaurants and businesses, including La
Racherita in Sioux Center, to learn more about
Hispanic culture and build relationships through
cooking and food.
“For students to get out and form
relationships… the realization that we’re all
human beings and yes, we speak different
languages, and we have different experiences,
but at our core, we are all made by the same
God.” Brons said.
“We’re not training you for some distant
future where you are in the real world. This is
the real world. And you can already have an
impact.”
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We’re all broke. Is it worth it? SPICE and the great wide
somewhere
Dayna Wichhart—Staff Writer

Tabetha DeGroot Staff Writer
Adventure. In our American culture, this
seems like the only thing worth living for. “I
want adventure in the great wide somewhere,”
Beauty and the Beast told us as children. Life
begins when our dreams come true, we’re told.
Life begins when we get what we want.
Photo credit: Dordt University
I can’t count the number of times I’ve
overheard or been part of a conversation that
commented on the amount of money we pay to
attend Dordt. I’m guilty of it too. It’s expensive
and every time I receive the breakdown of the
cost and walk into the Business Office to pay
the dreaded bill, I cringe. Thousands of dollars
each semester on top of thousands in loans.
Why do I do it?
I almost didn’t choose to attend Dordt because
I am a penny pincher and did not want to spend
so much on what I thought would be the same
degree from any other college or university.
When I sat down to consider what Dordt has
to offer, it was clear the investment was worth
it. Here’s why Dordt is worth my every penny.
A Christian education. In my life, I have
attended both a private Christian school and a
public school. I went to a Christian school for
elementary and junior high and a public school
for high school. Both experiences taught me
so much, but I realized how much a Christian
education can shape who you are.
Dordt is not just a school claiming to be
Christian. There are colleges that advertise Bible
studies, chapel, and missions, but the campus
lacks any sort of real Christian community.
Its students don’t attend these events, and the
Christian title does not reflect the university. It
is a blessing to have weekly praise and worship,
chapel and Bible study opportunities—all of
which are well attended at Dordt. What better
way to deepen your faith than in the community
of other believers your same age?
Think about your classes and the professors
who teach them. The classes are infused with
Biblical teaching. Not only do professors have a
vast knowledge of the Bible, but they also help
their students navigate Christianity in many
fields of study. It is invaluable for me to learn
not only how to be successful in my career but
to do it in a way that glorifies God.
Your professors work hard to know your
name, care about you, and seek to help you
succeed. Elsewhere, students sit in lecture
halls of a couple hundred and are taught by a
teaching assistant or graduate student. Students
are a name and number on the roster. I want to
attend a university where I can walk into my
professor’s offices and have them address me
by name. I want professors who intimately
know me to write my letters of recommendation
rather than a professor who only sees my graded
assignments.
CORE classes. We all hate them. Why
do we have to take these classes when they
have nothing to do with our future careers?
Regardless of our majors, Dordt forces the

CORE program into our schedules like a parent
shoving broccoli into their child’s mouth. I’d
argue that like the child unable to see the benefit
of broccoli, we as students do not see the benefit
of CORE classes.
The CORE classes we take help us to become
well rounded people. Dordt did not pick classes
out of a hat to randomly assign the CORE
classes. It was done with purpose from a
university who not only cares about the success
we have in our fields, but also the people we are
as a whole. I don’t know about you, but I want
to attend a school that has a genuine interest in
the person I become once I leave the institution.
One of the biggest issues with the CORE
program is the students. You read that right.
You’re the problem. The moment you enter the
classroom with the mindset that it is a waste of
your time, it becomes just that, a waste of time.
If we start walking in with the mindset that we
will get something out of the class, we will.
After all, you paid a lot to be here. Why not get
something out of it?
President Hoekstra. He is a rare university
president. What other university president
invites every student to his home for a meal twice
during their time at Dordt? He knows students
personally. He follows their success after
leaving Sioux Center. That is rare and should
not be taken lightly. It gives a window into the
leadership at this university—a leadership of
people who are interested in the students and
not enrollment numbers and dollars.
The facilities at Dordt are not to be forgotten.
Dordt has an incredible science building full
of equipment to allow for hands-on learning
such as the greenhouse, telescopes, labs and
a building shop. The nursing department has
simulated nursing rooms in which they can
practice and get immediate feedback. Dordt
has a digital media lab equipped with an editing
software used by Hollywood filmmakers. Dordt
has farms for agriculture students to raise
livestock and grow crops. Not one of these
things is cheap. But Dordt has the facilities to
train students well for whatever their calling or
vocation is.
I have only been here a semester, and this only
scratches the surface of why Dordt is worth my
money. I can only imagine how many more
benefits I will learn about in the next three and
a half years. Do I wish it didn’t cost so much?
Absolutely. Do I think Dordt is worth $45,590
per year? Absolutely. But what I get from Dordt
University is well worth what I put in. It’s an
investment into my future. If you don’t think
so, then why are you here?

“Life begins when
our dreams come
true, we’re told.
Life begins when
we get what we
want.”
-Tabetha DeGroot
But what about when we don’t get what
we want? What about when the “great wide
somewhere” isn’t in the cards for us?
I got the email four hours away from the
St. Louis, Mo. airport and 48 hours before I
planned to arrive in Amsterdam, Netherlands.
“It is with a heavy heart that we have decided
to cancel the 2022 SPICE program.”
I doubted their hearts were as heavy as mine.
I knew my plans could change at any time, but
that didn’t soften the blow.
This life-changing trip had been my life
for over a year. When first considering it, I felt
in limbo. I didn’t know if I wanted to leave

everything I knew for four months. I never
thought of myself as the “study abroad” type.
But I went forward with planning anyway, and
as the time to leave came closer and I got to
know the other students, I felt ready. I felt called
to go on SPICE.
But then this limbo turned into something
outside of myself. I went from video chatting
with my host family and preparing for travel,
to sitting on my bed at home, unsure what to do
next.
Luckily for me, I live in a time where one’s
world being ripped out from under themselves
is a common occurrence. The C-word virus has
made adaptability a necessity. A normal college
semester? That’s so 2019.
So, what now? Rather than wallow in selfpity (which I would love to do, believe me) I’ve
accepted I’m where I need to be. As amazing as
a semester abroad would’ve been, I really can’t
think of it benefiting anyone besides myself.
Maybe this semester isn’t about me. Maybe it’s
about something or someone else.
I’m not saying everything is peachy. The
next few months will still be hard. However,
life isn’t about getting what you want. It’s
about what you do with what you’re given.
Life doesn’t begin with adventure in the
conventional sense. I have grown, loved, been
broken, and healed in Sioux Center, Iowa.
I haven’t given up on “the great wide
somewhere,” but for now, it can wait. Europe
will always be there (hopefully), but college
won’t be. There are friends and experiences
now that I’ll only get one shot at.
A bientôt Europe, from the other side.

The graduates behind
Dordt’s career outcome rate
cont.
cont. from pg. 1
...Monument when they moved to Maryland.
The nation’s capital is a 45-minute metro ride
away from their residence. Cody and Kate met
at Dordt and were married in Sioux Center this
past July. They are part of their university’s
100... ...percent career outcome rate and also
part of the group of graduates who found jobs
in their field of study.
Cody works as a software developer for the
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab.
At Dordt, Cody studied computer science and
credits an internship set up by an alumni for
landing him his job.
Similar to computer science, the education
major at Dordt requires extensive field
experience. Kate Meiners completed PDS, the

year-long student teaching practicum, during
her final year at Dordt. During her time at
the university, she learned the importance
of backwards planning and connecting
assessments with learning targets. Her
classroom management improved throughout
her field experience and prepared her for her
own classroom.
“There’s no substitute to experience,” Kate
said.
At Dordt, the computer science and
education departments knew where the Meiners
were working.
“It’s something you ask yourself,” Kate
Meiners said. “‘Am I going to be able to get a
job at this college?’”

The newly-locked dorms: It’s not that deep
Aleasha Hintz—Staff Writer

As classes picked up for the spring semester,
many students at Dordt University found
themselves locked out of their dorms.
Almost immediately, students complained
about the procedural change. Most of the
grievances centered around the seemingly
frivolous nature of the new rule. I was a little
frustrated in the beginning too.
It’s Sioux Center, after all. In this town, people
leave their cars running in the Walmart parking
lot, for Pete’s sake.
And, of all the times to start locking
the dorms, did it have to be in the middle of
January? It’s cold outside, and students are now
forced to pause so they can access their dorm
building.
Despite this slight annoyance, I’m here to
tell you you’re not going to get hypothermia

from the extra half second of exposure to the
elements. The newly locked doors are not as
inconvenient as they’ve been made out to be.
Dordt is not out to get you. They are not
“locking you out of your building.” Every one
of you has a key. Besides, locking the doors to
the dorms is commonplace. Most other colleges
and universities, especially state ones, already
do so.
The simple explanation here is that Dordt
needed to start locking their doors to keep their
insurance. It’s really not that deep.
Extra security on campus is hardly a bad
thing, especially after last semester’s safety
concerns, though these procedural changes are
unrelated to those incidents. At the end of the
day, increased security is a valid bonus of the
locked doors.
Personally, my frustration waned after the

first two times I swiped my keycard.
Also, open hours are still the same, and if
you are an on-campus student, you still have
access to all the dorms. Now, you just have to
use your ID card (sorry Eatable users, but you’ll
have to start putting your ID in your wallet
now).
And if you’re really worried about fumbling
for your ID outside the doors of East, or Covey,
or wherever, there are plenty of ways around
that struggle:
Order a clear phone case and stick your card
in the back. You’re lying if you say you don’t
carry your phone everywhere with you anyway.
Put your card on your lanyard. If you lost the
free one you got WOW week of freshman year,
go to the campus store, and buy a new one. Tie
a shoelace around the card or even a piece of
twine.

Put the card in your wallet. Your back
pocket. A pouch. Your backpack. Order a fanny
pack for all I care.
I know for a fact that the door can sense the
card through various fabrics. You don’t even
have to take it out of your pocket if you’re tall
enough.
If none of these solutions appeal to you,
and you’re not convinced of the ease and
convenience of sticking your ID in your pocket,
you still have one more option. Call a friend
or roommate and ask them to let you in the
building.
I empathize with the fact that change is
frustrating, but it is not always bad either.
Besides, when Dordt shuts a door, God opens
a window.
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New Year’s resolutions
Sam Landstra—Co-Chief Editor
I’m a believer in tradition.
Every New Year’s Eve, my family and I
reflect on the past year over Chinese takeout.
We talk about our favorite months, movies, and
whatever else we want to remember from the
previous twelve months (mine were August
and Dune, respectively). It’s our tradition, and
I wouldn’t ever think about making different
dinner plans on New Year’s Eve. That would
ruin the tradition, obviously.
It’s also my family’s tradition to make
resolutions for the coming year. For example,
my dad resolved to learn how to play guitar, and
I resolved to get my work published in a nonDordt publication (AKA: get a job).
I’m sharing these resolutions because I want
to keep myself accountable. I also want to see
my dad play guitar. I think that’d be pretty cool
for him.
I’ve got resolutions for The Diamond too.
This semester, we’re striving to improve upon

our role as a reliable, credible voice of Dordt
University’s student body.
I’d like to reflect on how The Diamond’s
writers continued in this tradition last semester.
In the Nov. 5 issue, we provided a factual
account of the masked men, window peeper,
and stalker who infringed upon the safety of our
campus. “Multiple on-campus incidents bring
student safety into question” gave students a
platform to raise concerns about university
policy and campus safety.
Throughout the semester, we reported on
our university’s handling of the pandemic
and documented COVID-19 case counts and
vaccination rates within the student body.
Also, our writers took their notepads into the
Northwest Iowa community. They said goodbye
to donut runs at the Dutch Bakery and said hello
to Vero’s Taco Truck, Kapper Hair Salon, and
more.
And, in the opinion section, The Diamond
commented on public discourse and journalism

in “It’s how you say it” and “The op-ed is dead.”
I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again: The
Diamond is by students and for students. And
last semester, our student writers, copyeditors,
layout editors, and website managers impacted
their community with real, legitimate
journalism.
We made mistakes too. We’re students, after
all, learning how to flex our journalism muscles
with each interview and article.
Regardless, those mistakes are my
responsibility to address and correct. At
times, our articles were underreported and
misinformed. At times, our coverage of
COVID-19 was not becoming of a scientifically
based, Christlike response to the pandemic.
You, readers of The Diamond, told us when we
were wrong. We’re sorry for when we haven’t
delivered. We’ll do better, and we hope you’ll
continue to tell us when we don’t (kindly,
please).
We’re aiming to establish a tradition of

community-oriented, student-driven journalism
at The Diamond, and hope you’ll read our work
in the coming year.
Thank you.

Contributed photo

Marcy, theatre department receive recognition at ACTF
Joya Breems—Staff Writer
This year, a number of members from
Dordt University’s Theatre Arts Department
submitted their work to the Kennedy Center
American College Theatre Festival (KCACTF).
The annual celebration of theatre showcases
outstanding work in acting, direction, stage
management, design work, and more. At this
year’s virtual festival, 11 students and staff
received recognition.
Johanna Gross, a senior, made it to the
semifinal round of the Irene Ryan Acting
Scholarship. Every year, hundreds of students
from KCACTF Region 5 (Dordt’s region),
submit a 90-second monologue for the
preliminary round of the competition. Gross
recorded a monologue from The Importance of
Being Earnest, the theatre department’s spring
mainstage show. Her audition landed her a spot
in the round of 64.
“I was very honored because it’s my last year
with Dordt theatre,” Gross said. “I want to feel
like I’m putting my best foot out there.”
Gross earned her nomination to the
competition for her portrayal of Mrs. Bumbrake
in Peter and the Starcatcher.
Other students who submitted work to the
Irene Ryan Acting Scholarship include Nathan
Hopkins, for his portrayal of Smee in Peter
and the Starcatcher; Sommer Schaap, for her
portrayal of Skip in The Haunted; and Sam
Landstra, for his portrayal of Melvin in The
Diviners. Notably, Landstra advanced to the
final round of the competition.
In the past, the theatre department traveled to
whichever Midwest city was hosting KCACTF

that year and performed in front of other
students and nominees. This year, the nominees
submitted recordings virtually and received
feedback from respondents over Zoom.
The judges appreciated Gross’s character
development and reminded her to continue
working on her use of emotions.
Christiana Marcy, a senior, submitted
her costume designs from Break of Day to
the costume expo. Then, Becky Donahue,
Theatre Department Production Manager and
Costumer, nominated Marcy’s work to the
costume parade.
“I felt so grateful that she nominated my
work without me knowing,” Marcy said. “I was
blown away. I hadn’t even considered that my
work could be in the costume parade.”
Break of Day tells the story of Vincent
Van Gogh, so Marcy tasked herself with
representing the artist’s work through her
costumes. Break of Day was the first show
Marcy designed for.
“It was an ‘Aha’ moment of my love for
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sewing fashion, art, and painting,” Marcy
said. “I was blown away that I would get the
opportunity to design for a play about Vincent
Van Gogh.”
Marcy said most people reduce Van Gogh to
the “eccentric artist who cut off his ear.” Her
costuming went further, exploring Van Gogh’s
personal life.
As a designer, Marcy wanted every
character’s costume to reflect how Van Gogh
viewed them. She poured over letters between
Vincent and his brother, Theo, incorporating the
words into Theo’s vest. For the women of the
production, Marcy decided to transplant Van
Gogh’s iconography from The Starry Night and
the Potato Eaters onto their dresses and skirts.
As for Van Gogh’s father, Marcy saw him as “a
mountain of a man,” and painted mountains on
the character’s hat.
“I felt the pressure of portraying the duality
of a historical figure alongside Vincent’s bold
artistry.” Marcy said. “I followed Vincent’s lead
by reflecting his work.”
When thinking about theatre, Marcy
underscores the importance of the production
team.
“Theatre is more than just acting,” Marcy
said. “Designers add so much creativity and life
to a play that wouldn’t be there if they weren’t
there.”

Originally, the department planned to
premiere Break of Day, a student-directed
show, in April of 2020. Then the pandemic hit,
requiring flexibility from Marcy, who practiced
“letting go of the project and enjoying the
process.”
Upon returning to in-person classes for the
2020-21 academic year, Break of Day was
rescheduled, which rushed some aspects of
Marcy’s costume design. She resized costumes
during the week of performances due to a
leading actor entering quarantine.
For Marcy, KCACTF gave her an “extension
of enjoying the process.” The chance to reexamine her work taught her gratitude for the
opportunities she received.
During the Festival Recognition Ceremony,
Marcy received the Jane Childs DTM
Recognition award, which “celebrates student
designers and technicians presenting work for
the first time at the expo.
Marcy cried “happy tears” upon the award’s
announcement.
Gross and Marcy are grateful for their
experience with the theatre department and
KCACTF.
“Our theatre has a larger purpose,” Gross
said. “For the glory of God.”
“God, the greatest creator, has put beauty in
each of us,” Marcy said. “Be a witness to the
work he is already doing.”

Photo credit: Dordt Theatre Arts Department
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